I. Introduction
Let E be a normed linear space, K be an arbitrary closed convex subset of E and T is a self map on K. 2) w n = (1 - n )y n +  n Ty n , n = 0, 1, 2, ..... is called Noor iteration. For  n = 0,  n = 0, the Noor iteration (1.2) reduces to the Mann iteration (1.1). Definition 1.1 [ 4] : Let T : K  K be a map for which there exist real numbers p, q, r satisfying 0 < p < 1, 0 < q < 1/2, 0 < r < 1/2, then T is called a Zamfirescu operator [4 ] if, for each pair x, y in K, T satisfies at least one of the following conditions given in (z 1 ) -(z 3 ); (z 1 ) ║Tx -Ty║ ≤ p║x -y║; (z 2 ) ║Tx -Ty║ ≤ q║x -Tx║+║x -Ty║; (z 3 ) ║Tx -Ty║ ≤ r(║x -y║+║y -Tx║)
Then T has a unique fixed point s and the Picard iteration   
Then 0 ≤  < 1, in view of (z 1 ), (2.2) and (2.4) it results that the inequality ║Tx -Ty║ ≤ ║x -y║ + 2║x -Tx║ (2.5) holds for all x, y  K. Now let    0 n n y be the Noor iteration defined by (1.2) and y 0 K arbitrary Then ║y n+1 -p║ = ║(1- n )y n +  n Tz n -p║ (2.6) with x = p and y = z n from (1.9) we obtain ║Tz n -p║ ≤ ║z n -p║ (2.7) where  is given by (2.4) Further we have ║z n -p║ = ║(1- n )y n +  n Tw n -p║ ≤ (1 - n )║y n -p║ +  n ║Tw n -p║ (2.8) with x = p and y = w n ║Tw n -p║ ≤ ║w n -p║ (2.9) Further ║w n -p║ = ║(1- n )y n +  n Ty n -p║ ║w n -p║ ≤ (1 - n )║y n -p║ +  n ║Ty n -p║ (2.10) with x = p and y = y n from (2.5) we obtain ║Ty n -p║ ≤ ║y n -p║ (2.11) and Hence by (2.6) -(2.11) we obtain ║y n+1 -p║ ≤ [1- n (1 -) (1+  n  +  n  n   ║y n -p║ which by the inequality 1- 
III. Supplimentary Theorem
On the comparison of fastness of the convergence. By Theorem 2.1, for y 0  K, the Noor iteration defined by (1.2) converges strongly to the unique fixed point of T. By the uniqueness of fixed point for Zamfirescu operators, the Mann and Noor iteration must converges to the same unique fixed point p(say) of T.
Since T is a Zamfirescu operator, it satisfies the inequalities ║Tx -Ty║ ≤ ║x -y║ + 2║x -Tx║ (3.1) ║Tx -Ty║ ≤ ║x -y║ + 2║y -Tx║ (3.2) for all x, y  K, where  = max   . Now by using Mann iteration (1.1), we have ║x n+1 -p║ ≤ (1- n )║y n -p║ +  n ║Tx n -p║ (3.3) on using (3.1) with x = p and y = x n , we get ║ Tx n -p║ ≤ ║ x n -p║ (3.4)
Therefore from (3.3) ║x n+1 -p║ ≤ (1- n )║x n -p║ +  n ║x n -p║ = [1- n (1-)]║x n -p║ (3.5) and thus 1, 2, ..... (3.6) Here we observe that
Now let    0 n n y be the sequence defined by V or iteration (1.2) for y 0  K. Then we have ║y n+1 -p║ ≤ (1- n )║y n -p║ +  n ║Tz n -p║ (3.8) on using (3.2) with x = p and y = z n ║Tz n -p║ ≤ 3║z n -p║ (3.9) Again using (3.2) with x = p and y = w n ║Tw n -p║ ≤ 3║w n -p║ (3.10) Again using (3.2) with x = p and y = y n ║Ty n -p║ ≤ 3║y n -p║ (3.11) Now ║z n -p║ ≤ (1- n )║y n -p║ +  n ║Tw n -p║ (3.12) and ║w n -p║ ≤ (1- n )║y n -p║ +  n ║Ty n -p║ (3.13) and hence by (3.8) -(3.13) we get ║y n+1 -p║ ≤ (1- n )║y n -p║ + 3 n ║y n -p║ 1- n (1 -3) (1+3  n + 9 2  n  n ) ≤ 1, n = 0, 1, 2, ..... (3.16) and Hence the inequality (3.14) becomes ║y n+1 -p║ ≤ ║y n -p║  n (3.17) and Thus ║y n+1 -p║ ≤ ║y 1 -p║ (3.18) We now compare the coefficient of the in equalities (3.6) and (3.18) using definition (1.3) Case II: Let   ( 3 1 , 1). In this case 
